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MAJOR SWISS PRICE DECLINES, by Robert D . Gleichenhaus

While many of us are busy "patting ourselves on the back for our brilliance in
collecting Swiss stamps" which seem to automatically increase in value every year, the
Zumstein '78 in actuality decreased the value of many, many items.

True, many catalogue valuations are up, but please note the catalogue's worth of
"hinged stamps" . In years past, Zumstein showed a 10%, or at the most a 20% lesser
valuation for hinged Swiss . In the '78 catalogue Herr Zumstein shows as much as a 50%
lessening of catalogue for hinged sets.

Look at the PAX set . In '77 the value was 950 Sfrs (less 10% for hinged) or 855 Sfrs.
for a hinged set . In '78 the catalogue is 1100 Sfrs (less 30% for hinged) or 770 Sfrs.
What does this really mean? The actual value of a hinged PAX set in the 1978 book is 10%
lower:

Another classic, the NABA (Scott 226 - Zum Will 1) was listed in 1977 at 1500 Sfrs
(less 10% hinged) and is now 1600 Sfrs (less 30% hinged) . A hinged NABA sheet was worth
1350 Sfrs and is now catalogued at 1120 Sfrs .

	

Quite adecline!
Many other comparable examples can be cited all through the '78 catalogue . In fact,

recent sets are devalued as much as 50% for hinging, which in many instances makes the
issue worth less than face value for mintstamps!

I have no quarrel with Zumstein for the drastic change in their valuating policies
for hinged stamps . Some of their value reductions seem rather sharp, but if the market
is demanding N .H. (never hinged) then let's have the catalogue valuations as they really are.

Personally, when I buy more Swiss, even though I am not adverse to L .H ., I'm going to
be much more discerning to be sure that I get N .H . - or a darn good discount when I am sold
hinged material .

(Also see page 16)
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My proofreading in the November issue slipped badly . Please note the following
corrections in whole number 32:

1. Page 214 - addresses as on page 2 of this issue.
2. Page 226 - Mrs . Rawnsley's article on coats-of-arms commences in this issue.
3. Page 226 - The new editor of the Liechtenstein Study Circle is John Dymond,

97, Downlands Avenue, Worthing, Sussex, BN14 9HF, England (As Mrs . Rawnsley
writes : " He will have a hard enough job to assume the mantle of the late
Jack Beken, who was so well known in the philatelic world and one of the most
kindly people I have known .")

My apologies to all.

DONOR'S AUCTION REPORT, By Gerry Diamond
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NOTES FROM UP FRONT

Dear A .H .P.S . Members:

To all of you a propitious, happy, industrious, busy, and successful
1978 : Special thanks to all those among you who sent special holiday
greetings . Individual replies could not be made due to their number;
but they are all warmly and perhaps even a little bit gleefully ac-
cepted . Gleeful because receiving them at all means that A .H .P.S.
must be doing all right -- else there would have been brickbats and
not friendly messages ::

It has been a good year for A .H.P .S . even if our growth has not been
spectacular . Sometimes some of your officers may not even mind less
new members because a lot of new members means a lot of extra work;
and since your officers serve without honoraria or compensation that
may occasionally provoke such self-defensive thoughts . But we always
need new members, and you, the membership, may rest assured that you
have a very dedicated group of officers to serve you another year.

And to the elected and appointed officers I wish to express my very
special thank-yous for work truly well done on behalf of our society.

Those of you who have made up their mind to participate in our socie-
ty's first national meeting during Milcopex, Milwaukee, March 3 to 5,
will have a chance to meet quite a few of our officers . . . .aside from
establishing personal contact with a number of other members known to
each other only by correspondence.

We expect to have a real gathering of people there, and Ron Buege, our
local contact who is supposed to report elsewhere in this issue may
know even more details than I do right now . By the ways We MUST know
by about February 20 if a) you plan to come, alone or with spouse and
family ; b) if you have secured hotel reservations ; and c) if you want
to come along for the little Sunday morning to early afternoon excur-
sion to New Glarus and Monroe (snow storms notwithstanding . . . .) . We
can probably arrange that outing in a group of private cars (where
one might chip in a couple of dollars for the gas) ; but advance in-
formation on this point is really of essence.

At our general meeting on Saturday (time to be announced in the Feb-
ruary issue) the membership will have a chance to approve the annual
financial report, hear from the secretary, the librarian, and the
president what happened in 1977 and what will happen in 1978, peruse
A .H .P .S . sales circuit honks which our circuit manager has agreed to
"shlepp" (sp?) along to Milwaukee, look at or possibly even bid on
auction lots of one of our "internal" auctions which in this case may
not be a mail auction or sale, but a real mail and floor bidding ex-
travaganza, and maybe even meet, business activities permitting, our
Swiss expert member Walte r Abt (and his satchels full of goodies).

The membership also will have a chance to present ideas, criticism,
or food for thought to all those present 	 and from among those pre-
sent I shall appoint a search committee for the selection of an of-
ficial slate of A .H .P .S . officers for the years 1979 and 1930 . Cf
course the general swap session and one or two elide shows have not
been forgotten either . So: on and up to Mil waukee . . . . . beeror no!

Felix Ganz, president .
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In Part 62 the background for the being of these railroad station cancellations
on postal matter was given, and the instalment was completed by selected sam-
ples of Group "O", or zero : the internal railroad directorate strikes on stamps,
and railroad-related freefrank markings.

The rest of the typology presents itself as follows:
Group 1 : Straightlines ; dateless, or with built-in or separate date line.

This group is infrequent and in most instances emergency use;

Group 2 : Round Station Cancellations : Single and double circles, some of
them with double outer frame ; incomplete and rimless circle types;

Group 3 : "Squared Circle" Cancellations : originally, in most cases, round
strikes, recut because of postal directives into square or rect-
angular form;

Group 4 : Box Cancellations (rectangular or square) ; the largest and cur-
rently "standard" type cancellation . Subdivisions made by number
of lines of text (and date) and by inner horizontal and/or verti-
cal divisions ; single and double outer frame and boxed date types;

Group 5 : Octagonal or other multisided Cancellations (infrequent);

Group 6 : Oval Station Cancellations (infrequent);

Group 7 : Semicircular Station Cancellations (very infrequent)

Group 3 : Weighing Scale Cancellations (NOT to be used for stamping mail)

Group 9 : Other forms and types, if any.

TYPICAL EXAMPLES FROM EACH GROUP:

THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN;

By Felix Ganz

RAILWAY STATION CANCELLATIONS

ON POSTAL MATTER ; PART III

Part 63 .
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Within the above groups and subgroups, sub-subdivisions group similar strikes
by certain differences, such ass station number outside frame, at left ; idem,

at right ; idem, at top, etc . ; ors no decorations ; decorations l, r, and bottom.

In subgroups where only a limited number of practically similar strikes are
known, the station cancellations within such subdivisions are listed alpha-
betically, and for each station name its lettering type is given, as follows:

V : block caps ; W : serifed caps ; X : Italics (XV ;XW) ; Ys mixed block letter-
ing (caps and l.c. letters) ; Zs mixed serifed lettering (caps and l .c .).

A "?" in front cf a station name ' s listing suggests that the particular item may
not be postally authentic, but rather a favor cancellation.

Colors of cancellations are NOT considered in this typology . There exists
such a profusion of intershades between black, gray, violet, blueish, and
even reddish that an attempt to identify by colors would needlessly compli-
cate an already difficult task since no two collectors see colors identically.
Furthermore it should be stated that these subshades usually come into being
because any RR station may possess several inking pads with different colors,
and cancellations are applied after inking on whatever pad is available . Like-
wise, an inking pad may be re-inked by a variety of ink shades over the years.

Sizes of railroad cancellations are NOT considered at all in this typology.

Station numbers' positioning IS considered ; but no differentiation is made
between old three-digit and new four-digit numbers.

The positioning of the date line is considered : top, center, bottom ; but
the text of other lines, except if it concerns the station number being
positioned somewhere all by itself, is not considered . Hence a bottom line
of a cancellation of Group 4 .155 could be the second half of a station ' s
name ; it could be showing the train company or the station ' s respective
office (hand baggage, station master, train control, cashier) ; or it could
actually show the train station's name if for some reason the top line would
show some other text, such as the train company's name.

Varieties of spelling the date are NOT considered . Hence a month could be
shown in Arabic or Roman numerals, or be spelled out, or abbreviated.

Only cancellations struck on postage stamps, or RR station cancellations oc-
curring on official free-frank mail (military, federal, cantonal and other
offices) are considered here, and only items since 1922 are listed -- the
date when, by federal directives, such canceling was really authorized.
Earlier strikes are enumerated in the Andres and Emmenegger catalogue, old or
new edition.

In square and rectangular cancellations no distinction is made between can-
cellations with truly angular :

	

rounded,

	

or clipped

	

corners.

In no group any distinction is made between metal or rubber cancel devices.

NOTE : Not all RR station strikes on postage stamps are truly postal in char-
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acter, even since 1922 . Especially if overstruck by a customs cancellation, or
if a canceler of a real freight station, such as Basel St .Johann, is noted,
then the postage stamps thus canceled may have been used to pay customs fees.

However, ALL cancellations on stamps since 1922 are considered in these tabu-
lations because especially on a cut-out it is not always possible to determine
truly postal or quasi-postal use of Swiss postage stamps . This includes stamps
canceled at parcel acceptance depots (postal) located in railroad stations.

A number of stations "across the border", especially on Swiss-operated lines
such as the Zürich-Eglisau-Schaffhaus en railroad, also can use their station
cancelers on mail posted in their station boxes . Shown below are station strikes
of Singen (Germany), endpoint of the Swiss line near Schaffhausen. The LOTTSTETTEN
(Germany) strikes show that mail taken onto the train after canceling at the RR
station may bear either Swiss or German stamps, but apparently no mixed frank-
ings .

	

The Thayngen cancellation, conversely, is a German railroad strike
used on the Swiss part of the Basel-Schaffhausen-Singen line in the Swiss village
of Thayngen .

	

In earlier years Riehen, in Switzerland north of Basel on the
German line Basel BB - Wiesental, also used a Swiss posting mark, and similar
usages are supposed to be possible on the Swiss line through a few Italian
villages between the border and Domodossola and also on a few French stations
served by Swiss lines in the Jura mountains border region, according to regul-
ations issued commonly by the Swiss PTT and the SBB . Complicated, isn ' t it 7
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T H E P R O J U V E N T U T E A R M S S T A M P S

By E. J . RAWNSLEY
of the Helvetia Philatelic Society (G.B.)

Possibly no other Swiss stamps convey in such a small s pace so much of the
country's historical ana industrial activities . To the lover of heraldry they
constitute some of the finest examples on stamps, produced at a time when multi-coloured
printing was not as advanced as it is to-day, while many collectors overlook the impli-
cations of the background designs . Many bear allusions to historical events, while
others indicate some of the principal industries.

A word or two on heraldry itself may be appropriate for those who have not
studied this fascinating subject . The lore of heraldry is very ancient, dating in an
organised form from the early 12th century and the days of the Crusades . So strong
were the associations between France and England that even to-day British heraldry is
still based on the old Norman French - the Lingua Franca of medieval times, the then
international language . So the colours are still given in French : argent for silver,
or for gold, gulfs for red, azure tor blue, vert for green and sable for black, while
for clarity, when using black and white drawings, a system is laid down whereby plain

white represents silver, dots for gold, vertical lines red, horizontal lines blue,
diagonal lines from left to right green, and both horizontal and vertical lines black;
this method has been used for the illustrations to this article . The terminology used
to describe the blazon or interpretation of a shield also follows definite rules and
may sound complicated at first, but reference to a simple manual will give quick under-
standing . Right and left are as viewed when a shield is carried.

The arms originated from the banners, or in some cases seals, of the rulers
or leading families . They were used primarily for military purposes as a means of
recognition and their adaptation for towns and districts was but a logical step, as will
be seen . Many variations of the shields are to be found on old documents and paintings
and, therefore, when it was decided to place stained glass windows of the cantonal arms
in the hall of the Federal Palace in Berne, a great deal of research was first under-
taken by Dr . Stanz of Berne and the blazone depicted in the windows may be regarded
as authentic.

Switzerland's struggle for independence began in very early times, in the 13th
century to be precise . This wild mountainous region was then a vassal state of the
Holy Roman Empire, owing allegiance to the Emperor . Sometimes the Emperor was wise
and kindly, then the Swiss received certain privileges in return for their loyalty and
all went well ; at other times, as has happened throughout the course of history, the
Emperor tried to suppress these privileges and to subdue the sturdy independence of
the people . This was the case under the Emperor Albrecht, who in an effort to break
the spirit of the Swiss, divided the area into three parts and picked three of his
most ruthless adherents to act as Governors in his name . It must be remembered that
Switzerland then was much smaller than it is to-day . The first Confederation was
built up from the central German-speaking regions, and although from the 15th century
almost all the remaining regions which form modern Switzerland were allied to it as
subject or adherent areas, it was not until the early 19th century that they were
admitted as individual cantons.

Conditions under the Emperor Albrecht became so intolerable that the idea of
striking a blow for liberty was born, and it was on August 1st, 1291, that Werner
Stauffacher of Schwyz, Walter Furst of Uri ana Arnold von Melchtal 01 Unterwalden, each
with a little band of trusted followers, among them WilhelmTell, said to nave been the
son-in-law of Walter Furst, met secretly at night on the Rütli, a secluded meadow on the
shore of Lake Lucerne and there they pledged themselves to fight for freedom from the
tyranny of Austria .

	

This pledge is known as the 'Rütlischwur' - the ' Oath on the
Rütli', and although the original pledge was renewed at Brunnen on December 9th, 1-do,
it is August 1st which remains in perpetual commemoration as the Swiss National Day .
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In the sequence of adherence of the various cantons to the 'Ewiges Rund' - the
'Everlasting Alliance', lies the history of the country's development, su we will
commence with trie Three Founder Members:

U R I - (1291) - Arms : Or, a bull's head cabossed sable,tongued
gales, in his nostrils an amulet of the last.

The origin of these arms is lost in the mists of time, but tradition-
ally they are said to be derived from the 'Taurisci' or people of Uri,
the early inhabitants of the region, in turn derived from 'Aurochs'
or 'Urochs' - a type of buffalo, denizens of the area aeons ago, and
suggest a 'canting' name . It is also said that originally the field
was red and the bull's head white (silver) and that by Papal
concession the field was changed to gold . In earlier times the ring
through the bull's nose was sometimes shown broken, said to symbolise

the breaking of the Austrian yoke, but this form is no longer used . The arms first
appeared on early seals of the 13th century and, together with that of Unterwalden, can
be seen to-day on the Charter of 1291 in the Archives House at Schwyz, the seal of Schwyz
has unfortunately disappeared from this document . Since Uri figures so largely in the
story of Wilhelm Tell, which is - or should be - so well-known that it does not need to
be told here, the border of the stamp issued in 1918 snows apples transfixed by arrows,
commemorating his feat in shooting the apple from his son's head.

ALTDORF - the chief town of Uri, was the scene of this exploit
and has for aras a party shield: or, a demi-eagle

sable, and bendy sinister of 5 gales and argent, which are shown on an
attractive stamp issued in 1930 . On one side of the shield is
Gessler's plumed hat and on the other the apple and the two arrows.

S C H WY Z - (1291) - Arms : Cules, in sinister chief
point a cross couped argent.

Can be called the birthplace of Switzerland, since it is from the name
of this canton, originally 'Sweicz', that the term, 'SCHWEIZ', the
German name for Switzerland, is derived . Also, it was. largely because
this canton supplied so many soldiers to foreign armies that they be-
came known as 'Schwytzers' . The banner of Schwyz was originally plait
red, without any modification, and although one theory is that the
white cross was added because the Oath on the Rütli was taken under a
banner bearing a Crucifix, the more logical explanation is that is was

a concession granted by the Emperor Rudolf' of Hapsburg after the battle of Besançon in
1289, when 1500 volunteers from Schwyz decided the issue in a hand-to-hand fight and
impressed the Emperor with their fighting qualities .

	

The use of the cross, in dimin-
utive form, passed into use as part of the aras sometime around the end of the 17th
century, the precise date being unknown . Sometimes the cross was to be found in the
dexter corner and sometimes in the sinister ; it was not until the last century that its
position was fixed, contrary to heraldic rule, in the sinister position, although when
borne as a banner it is placed in the corner nearest the pole .

	

In this stamp issued in
1920 the border shows uplifted hands, with three fingers pointing upwards, a reminder of
the Oath on the Rütli and symbolising Swiss liberty .

	

(Note : For ease in drawing the
illustration the cross is shown outlined but is in fact never shown so since heraldically
this implies a debasement and was the cause of the removal of the frame round the cross
on the Rayon stamps .)

NIDWALDEN - Arms : Gules, a key argent with double wards.

The red field is chargea with two keys of St . Peter, joined to
make one double-warded key . The border of the stamp of 1919 again
tears witness to the fighting qualities of the people, and depicts
'Morgensternen' or 'Morning Stars' .

	

History tells us that this was
a gnarled root of a hardwood tree into which iron spikes were driven,
then attached to a chain and whirled li ge a mace, a handy weapon at
close quarters .
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N T E R W A L D E N - (1291). Although generally referred to by
this name it actually consists of

two nail-cantons .

	

Tee separation took place around 1300 .

	

The terms
'Obwalden' and 'Nidwalden' are presumably derived from 'Ober' and
'Nieder' - the upper and lower forests.

OBWALDEN - Arms: Per fesse gules and argent, a key irr pale wards
turned to the dexter, all counterchanged.

The ancient banner o1 Unterwalden was red and write ; this has now
become the arms of Obwalden and to it a Key was added in the 18th

century with its use confirmed in bib .

	

The canton is under the protection of St . Peter
and the church at Stans, the old capital, is consecrated to this Apostle, the reason for
the symbolic key, which is sometimes depicted with the wards facing sinister - it can
be seen thus on tee doorway of the Town hall at Sarnen . On tee seal, however, it is
turned to the dexter and is so shown in the window of the Federal Palace . Tee stump
of 1919 has a border composed of halberds, a medieval weapon.

Two other stamps may appropriately be included here :	 the 3 or . of 1938, which
depicts the taking of tee Oath ana shows the three shields in the centre, and theother
the National Fête to of 1941 giving a map of the Lake of the Four Forest Cantons and has on
it the arms of the first three.

L U Z E k N - (1332) - Arms : Per pale azure and argent.

Trie arms date from the 14th century, there being apparently no spec-
ific reason for the choice of colours, although it is a good simple
heraldic design . One theory is that the blue represents the lake and
the silver the snow mountains ; it is more probable that being a
Catholic stronghold the blue may have an association with the Madonna.
Whatever the origin it is certain that the use of these colours
appeared as early as the battle of Sempach In 138e and also on a seal of 'he
same date .

	

Luzern freed itself from Austrian domination in 1332 and
joined the Confederates, thus becoming the fourth Forest Canton .

	

The border of the
stamp of 1922 shows little sailing ships, indicating the pleasures to be found on the
lake, and these are encircled with rosaries, a reminder that this is an important centre
of Catholicism .

Z U R I C H - (1)51) - Arms : Per bend azure and argent.

Also has a simple coat-of-arms ; the blue and sliver colours placed
diagonally are said to be indicative of the lake lying from north to
south and appeared as early as 1389 .

	

Prior to this the emblem of
the city depicted the 3 Saints Felix, Regula and Expurantius.
Obviously In an age when heraldry was important this would not nave
been easily recognisable .

	

Zurich is the largest city in Switzerland,
being the centre of commerce and industry and it is not surprising
to lind the border of the stamp of 1920 composed of cogwheels.

WINTERTHUR, which is also in Canton Zürich, has for arms : Argent a bendlet between two
lions gules, which were the arms of the Counts of Kyburg, once lords of the

district but whose house became extinct . It is the centre for the manufacture of
locomotives and marine engines, despite the fact teat it has n o water on
which to float a ship or use an anchor, yet the latter are shown on
either side of the shield on the stamp of 1928.

Another stamp	 whic h may be mentioned nere is the 5+5c . stani of
the 1951 National Fête issue .	 This shows the shield in pair, one
being reversed, which is heraldically incorrect since the arms cannot
face two ways, but is occasionally used to provide a balanced design.
The right hand shield, in this case, is correct .
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G LAR U S - (1352) - Arms : Gules, a pilgrim proper (St . Fridolin)
habited sable, corded or.

The arms, described as 'proper' meaning in natural colours, show the
figure of St . Fridolin, first missionary in that area, who came from
Ireland with St . Gall and St. Colum . He preached Christianity,
founded churches and monasteries and travelled so extensively that he
became known as 'The Pilgrim' .

	

He died about 540 A .D . and was buried
at Säckingen. Sometimes the staff is shown as a cross but this is an
error as Fridolin never attained bishop's rank, nor does he wear the
usual symbol of a pilgrim, the cockle shells . As in the 12th & 13th
centuries almost the whole of Glarus belonged to the Convent of

Säckingen, St . Fridolin became the patron saint . There are two explanations for the
border design of the 192 stamp . One asserts that tue Edelweiss ornament is a
reminder that Glarus is a mountainous region, the other that it is famed for its
printed fabrics .

Z U G - (1352) - Arms : Argent a fesse azure.

Zug is tue smallest of all the cantons . The arms have been in use
since the 14th century and are said to be a variation on the arms of
Austria which are : 'Argent, a fesse gules', and may have been adopted
to mark the freedom of the area from Austrian domination . The old
part of the town of Zug is an almost perfect example of a medieval
city, with its arcaded buildings, frescoed walls and picturesque
fountains . The border of the stamp of 1922 shows fishes ; these are
known as 'Zugerröteli' and are found only in this lake.

In 1952 the 5+5c . National Fête stamp commemorated the 600th anniversary of the
entry of Zug and Glarus into the Confederation, and yet again a heraldic error was made,

for St . Fridolin on the Glarus shield is shown facing the wrong way, an error which
could have been easily avoided had the two shields been reversed.

B E R N - (1353) - Arms : Gules, on a bend or a bear passant
sable, armed and langued of the first.

Of all the Swiss arms those of the capital canton are probably the
best known . Legend has it that Berchtold of Zähringen, searching
for a name for tue new town which he had founded, organised a hunt and
vowed to call it after the first quarry he slew .

	

It is said that

	

this
was a hart but Berchtold did not consider it a sufficiently noble
animal and the hunt continued until a bear was killed, and thus the
city acquired its name . Bern became a free city in 1218 and by 1244
the bear had appeared on the town seal . Until 1289 the bear was
shown as black on a silver field (the Zähringen colours), the change

to red followed the battle of Schlosshalde, when the white banner was dyed by the blood
of the standard bearer, Vaale de Greiferz . In commemoration the field was changed to
red with the bear on a bend of silver .

	

Later on, at a time not exactly known, the
bend was changed to gold, perhaps as the result of Imperial concession . For a while
also he bore the Imperial Eagle on his back, but for centuries has stood alone .

	

The
bear is well beloved, and is used in every way and on every occasion, from chocolates

and cakes, to bears is stone, bronze and wood along its streets and round the beautiful
fountains .

	

Live bears have always been kept in a bear-pit, except for a short time
during the Napoleonic Wars, when Napoleon had them removed to Paris . The heads of

wheat in the border of tue 1921 stamp call attention to the wheat cultivation of the
canton, commonly called the 'bread basket' of Switzerland.

The same heraldic error was made on the 1953 National Fête stamp marking the 600th

anniversary of Bern, as was made for Zurich, inasmuch as the shield is shown facing
both ways, again that on the right being correct . Another stamp which can be included
is tie 1941 issue commemorating the 750th anniversary of the foundation of Bern, which
also prominently displays the shield .
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BERN ON POSTAGE STAMPS AND POSTMARKS, by W . Sturzenegger

(This article has been translated by AHPS member
X .J . Rust, New York, and appeared originally in
the Catalog for JUPHILEX '77 . The pictures and text
also appeared in der poststemplelsammler, May 1977,
pages 6-14 . It is reprinted with permission .)

Bern, the JUPHILEX-City, has often been celebrated on postage stamps and special
cancellations . The idea to present a philatelic exhibit about a major city could be a
temptation, especially for young collectors . Many cities, inside and outside the country
would be suitable for a collection of that sort . But we here concentrate upon beautiful
Bern.

The city was founded in 1191 inside a loop of the Aare river, by the Duke Berchtold V.
von Zähringen . The stamp for its 750th anniversary (Sc . #280) shows two stone-masons on
the left (symbol of city-building), in the center the crest of the city and on the right
a figure of the founder . Accompanying this stamp is a special cancel by the automobile
postoffice (autopost), which also includes the city's coat of arms.

In 1353 Bern joined the Eternal Alliance of the Swiss Confederates, which was again
commemorated with a stamp for its 600th anniversary, the 5c Pro Patria of 1953 (Sc . B222).
It shows two Bernese coats of arms combined with the Swiss shield, flanked by standard-
bearers of the spiritual and temporal estates . The special cancel by the autopost with
the Bernese crest is again joined to it.

The old-town has kept its original lay-out to a great degree . We see parts of it on
the autopost cancellation for the Swiss Independence day (Bundesfeier : August 1st) for
1958 . Also on the local publicity-flag-cancel "Bern, image of a beautiful city", first
used in 1959 . For simplicity 's sake we show the autopost- and flag-cancel without the
circular date and postage stamp . In the other illustrations, the cancel and stamp be-
long together.

One of the landmarks of Bern is the often restored and modified Timebell-tower (called
"Zitglogge" in local dialect), which rises on foundations as old as the city itself . We
see it here on the regular postage stamp of 60c of 1960 (Sc . 391) and on the special
cachet for stamp-day of the same year . The autopost used the occasion of the Transport
Workers Congress to show on its cachet besides the "Zitglogge" on the right, the old
jailtower (Kaefigturm) on the left.

The splendid, late gothic cathedral can be seen on the left of the already mentioned
local publicity cancel . Two other stamps have details of the cathedral . The frs .1 .80
regular of 1973 (Sc .575) depicts a gargoyle from the roof of the main-alter, representing
a waterspout in the shape of a dragon's head . This artistic work is of copper, from about
1670 . One of the famous stained glass windows from the choir is pictured on the 20c Pro
Patria of 1969 (Sc .B383) . It represents Israelites drinking from the spring of Moses.

Let us now look at the famous fountains depicting Bernese personalities . We have the
Zaehringer Fountain with its harnessed bear (autopost, Bundesfeier 1956), The Justice
Fountain (autopost, 1957) and the Ogre Fountain (Special cachet for NAMORA 1973) . Before
going into the present period, let us admire the beautiful gothic City Hall . It appears
on the autopost cachet for independence day (Bundesfeier) 1954.

We can also admire the venerable Federal Parlament building on the 20c special issue
stamp of 1943 (Sc .B125) and on the auto-post cancel for Bundesfeier 1951 . To this also
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Dear Members,
There are some First Day covers in this auction that do not turn

up too often, and if you've been looking for them, here's your chance
to pick them up.

I would like to receive your comments regarding the lotting of
higher priced defective or second grade material . I have been receiving
quite a bit of it and quickly send it back under the assumption that

no one wants damaged material in their collection. The question is:
Would you be content to bid on and purchase a space filler if a sound
copy is not within your budget?

Best of luck to all in Auction # 25. For this auction the closing
date will be February 10, 1978.

For this auction 1 Sfr = 45¢ U .S .

Regarda,
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belongs the "Oat of Grutli", a monument by James Vibert, placed in the central hall of
the Federal building (50c regular 1941, Sc .270) . Also one of the issues for the UPU
congress of 1974 represents the parliament building surrounded by a few old-city houses
and the new railroad station (Sc .589) . The University, located behind the station, is
the subject of a publicity cachet of 1974 for the 50th anniversary of the Swiss Assoc-
iation of University Women . An autopost cancel for the 10th Swiss Workers "Turn-and
Sport-Fest" (athletic and sports competition) manages to symbolize the famous bear-pit.
Speaking of animals, we may also note the publicity cancel for the 25th anniversary of
the Zoo in Daehlhoelzli.

In 1874 the Universal Postal Union (UPU) was founded in the old building of the
federal diet in the Zeughausgasse . The two anniversary stamps of 1924 (one is pictured)
and a special cancel of 1949 show the handsome building . Towards the end of 1952 the
UPU moved into a new place on the Schosshalden street (special cancel to the
inauguration, 1953). An attractive-looking sculpture of Pegasus adorns this edifice, often
used on UPU stamps and special cachets for its First-Day cancellations . Soon this build-
ing became too small too, and the UPU complex of today was inaugurated in 1970 (stamp
and special cancel).

Everybody knows the famous UPU monument, created by St . Marceau in 1909 . Its
principle motif is the globe with its five continents symbolically represented . It has
been pictured numerous times on stamps and cachets in Switzerland and in other countries.
We can see it here on a stamp for UPU's 75th anniversary and its corresponding special
cachet.

But long before that Bern had novel ideas in the postal domain . In 1675 Beat Fischer
von Reichenbach founded the mail service named after him "Fischerpost", which functioned
until 1832 . Lately much is being reported on this subject . A special stamp was issued
in 1975 on the occasion of the 300th anniversary of the Fischer Post . (Sc .609).

Let us mention a few other Bernese notables . There is Niklaus Manuel Deutsch (1484-
1530), painter, poet and statesman . Though we can't show you his picture, we do have his
initials on a publicity cancel of 1962, on the occasion of the Cathedral Festival Plays
"The Bernese Dance of Death" .

	

Albrecht von Haller, scientist-philosopher (1708-77), was
honored on the 5c Pro Juventute stamp of 1958 (Sc .B277) and the adjoining publicity flag.
Finally Ferdinand Hodler, one of the greatest Swiss painters (1853-1918), on the 40c Pro
Juventuti of 1953

	

(Sc.B231) .

	

Beside this self-portrait numerous paintings by Hodler have
appeared on Swiss stamps .

With this we have come to the end of our little philatelic promenade through the
lovely city of Bern . We have only been able to show you a small part of all possible
entries . The interested collector will be able to find many more subjects connected with
the city of Bern by the use of stamp-and cancellation-cataloges . It is, of course, left to
the individual as to how far he wishes to build up such a documentation about a city . The
main thing is that searching and discovering will give him a lot of fun and satisfaction.
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ZUMSTEIN'S NEW SWISS CATALOG, by Michael Blume

There is a somewhat startling change between the 1977 and the new 1978 Zumstein Swiss
catalogs that is easy to overlook in making a casual comparison . This relates to what has

happened in respect to the values of hinged mint stamps ; namely, in most cases a very

precipitous drop.

As you know, it is Zumstein ' s system to indicate (as to issues, in general, subsequent
to 1907) its price for a stamp in never hinged condition, together with an indicator at
the top of each column as to the percentage of discount that it will give when buying
from Zumstein the same stamp in hinged condition.

Thus, for example, Zumstein #285-90, priced in both the 77 and 78 catalogs at 60
francs for the set never hinged, is noted in the 77 catalog as having a 10% discount for
hinged, which would make it 54 francs . In the 78 catalog it has a 40% discount hinged,
bringing it down to 36 francs.

This disparity between hinged and never hinged, in even greater extreme, has existed
among German stamps already for quite a number of years . I cannot help but wonder whether
this same phenomenon has just suddenly hit Swiss stamps in this past year, or whether
Zumstein only now has gotten around to correcting its catalog to reflect what has existed
for some time? If the latter, I suppose it might be fair to ask whether Zumstein may not
have needlessly lulled some collectors into buying hinged stamps at what, in effect, would
probably have been overly inflated prices . I recognize that an interesting discussion can
be held as to the extent leading catalogs set market prices as opposed to merely reflecting
them . At any rate, the 78 catalog may have the result of immediately outdating the section
pertaining to hinging in Felix Ganz's very interesting and informative article on Swiss
collecting in the October, 1977 issue of Tell . On the other hand, it makes ever more
pertinent Mr . Ganz's comment that as to pre-1900 stamps " . . .the condition of the gum really
is of little importance because too immaculate-looking stamps may have been regummed or
otherwise tampered with : " Obviously, this ever widening gap in price due solely to a hinge
mark is likely to broaden the number of issues that may be subject to such tampering . I
have repeatedly read advice by a number of highly respected philatelists, cautioning against
paying a high premium for never hinged because regumming has been perfected to the point that
even experts can have difficulty in detecting it . If such is, in fact, the case, it is an
intriguing mystery why the current trend continues to widen the gap . Although there have
probably always existed a few collectors to whom never hinged condition was of special
importance, I suspect that the real impetus for this was created in the first instance by a
leading German publisher in conjunction with creating an entirely new line of expensive
stamp albums . The venture undoubtedly has succeeded beyond their wildest expectations.

By the way, Zumstein ' s revisions pertaining to hinged stamps brings about anomalies which
on their face would seem untenable . To cite just one of several, the set price for #534-42
is 22 Fr ., with a 50% discount for hinged . The face value of these stamps, which are
currently valid for use as postage, is 14 .10Fr. I daresay that if I tried to order hinged
sets from Zumstein for 11Fr ., they would inform me that they do not have them available for
sale in that condition.

There is yet another facet to this hinging which the Zumstein catalogs have to date
ignored, and I do not know whether this is due to oversight, or because the factor actually
has no impact on valuation (though the latter would seem somewhat inconsistent) . Based
on my own, admittedly somewhat limited, experience in respect to many of the issues of the
earlier Swiss International Organizations, the used copies seem more often to be cancelled
to order than genuinely postally used . These cancelled-to-order stamps were released with
gum intact . For that reason, those stamps can be obtained in both hinged and in never
hinged condition . I cannot help but wonder now whether one of these years a new Zumstein
catalog will appear that will extend the differentiation in pricing to these stamps also .
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DR. GANZ COMMENTS

I thank Mr . Blume for his letter concerning the article of mine in the October TELL

on collecting (for beginners) . I admit that the article was written last May -- long
before Zumstein published its 1978 catalogue ; but I must also admit that I authored
another article looking at Zumstein prices for 1977 and 1978 WITHOUT REALIZING these
horrible new discriminatory prices for mint NH and gummed with hinge . You are quite right
that a few ridiculous inequities have resulted which are most obvious in the Evangelists
stamps of 1961 -- still available at every post office -- and therefore A) I hope that

Bob Ross will not publish my review of the 1978 little Zumstein before I have had a chance
to change at least one paragraph in my article . (Sorry : it went 11/1/77 - RCR) ; and B)
I take the liberty of forwarding your letter's copy to me to the owner of Zumstein & Co .,

Mr . Max Hertsch, an AHPS member and advertiser . . . with my succinct or not so succinct
comments as well.

Actually Mr . Hertsch pokes fun at gum collectors ; but he may have had to give in to
pressure from clients or fellow dealers, or whatever.

At any rate, your views are very well taken, and you have one supporter right here.
While I shun "mint" stamps that have bundles of hinges on their backs (and usually a thin
underneath) I still buy well hinged stamps AND hinge all my stamps mounted in my

collections albeit with the tiniest sliver of a foldover hinge . In the long run the
nutty gum fever and craze will go where it belongs : to hell ; and (nein : UND) mit it de

ganze collectorschaft what svears on ze gummi backside nur/only mit total-perfecktion : So
much swindling is going on already that this development is unavoidable, and before long

immaculate gum will be suspect on ALL stamps, and command a price reduction!
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